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1. Humans leave earth (50  years ago) 

2. Landing on planet Dyrlic/Colonization (30 years ago) 

3. Discovery of the Symbiotes (25 years ago) 

a. Alternate: Symbiotes don’t exist 

4. War against them (24 year ago) 

5. Integration of the Symbiote (20 years ago) 

6. First contact with the Trytons  (10 years ago) 

7. Attack on the Space Ship Symbiot and the War (Now) 

a. Alternate: Symbiot survives. 

Roughly fifty years ago, earth was suffering from severe resource loss due to the over 

population and lack of living space due to humans. People were disparaged and fighting over 

what little space was left on the planet, so the countries decided that the only way to continue the 

human race was to finally reach out to the stars. After several years, the space ship Kryut and its 

fleet of ships were built and took roughly several million people away to find a new planet. Some 

of the people were forced onto the ship, causing some contriversity, but in the end it was the only 

way to save the planet and keep the human race alive for the future. After spending several years 

in space and several attempted planets which resulted in failure due to bad atmosphere or no 

possible way to build beyond a small area they found the planet known as Drylic after twenty 

years of searching.  

Dyrlic was a planet that was rocky and was barren for the most part but it provided 

enough space to provide for the several million people across the ships to live on, however the 

planet was completely barren of life and water. The lack of atmosphere prevented any living 

creatures from living there but most of the scientists set about trying to terraforming the planet so 
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that they could become self-sufficent to some extent. For most of the beginning of the 

colonization, they used large boxes to acts as temporary houses until the land was able to hold 

them. Over the course of a year they managed to convert most of the main settlement area into a 

viable living area. However after digging several hundred feet below the surface they found 

something that ended up cause more trouble than they had expected. It was a dark and sticky 

substance that came in blobs that moved and attached to some of the workers devouring them 

quickly. As they abandoned the area the substance had begun to creep its way up to the surface 

and began to encompass and merge with the surrounding ground. 

Many people fled to the ships as the parasite began to consume houses and land. Many 

wondered exactly what they had awakened and attempted to fight it with fire and poison. Most 

people were for the idea except the scientists who were for studying it prior to just mindlessly 

killing it since it would only cause more damage to the planet which is why they had to leave 

earth in the first place. So in an attempt to halt the progress they developed a solution that they 

parasite couldn’t attach to in order to allow the people to live in their houses and homes without 

worrying about being attacked. Many people were reluctant to go back but were ensured that 

they couldn’t get to them and that the scientists would be able to find a way to get rid of them. 

Over the course of four years they scientists discovered that the parasite actually boosted the 

properties of the items they attached to. Animals became stronger and smarter, steel became 

tougher and was able to regenerate from damage, and even weapons were improved by the 

parasites abilities.  

After the scientists realized the potential of the parasite they began to show the public 

that it was actually benefited to them. Initial reactions were bad but after seeing the potential that 

the parasite had to offer, many people changed their mind. The parasite didn’t actually kill 
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people but instead absorbed nutrients from the host. This was due to the parasites ability to 

garner sustenance from anything, electricity, nutrients, heat, etc. As the integration began, some 

of the resistance went back to ship or kept using the solution to prevent the symbiotic from 

attaching. The colony began to thrive shortly thereafter as they had found a way to not only 

support themselves but the parasite was able to build stuff that the people wanted without them 

needed to manipulate it. Over the next decade the colonists began evolve beyond normal humans 

as the parasite began to merge with them and become interlinked within them. The parasite 

merged with the people on a social and physical level but left them mentally unharmed. This was 

due to the fact that the parasite didn’t need much in order to survive and the initial attack was in 

response to being awakened from centuries of being in hibernation because of Drylic’s lack of 

any real life for it to use. 

As the colonists began to expand across Drylic, their scout ships had picked up upon a 

ship that was completely alien in the outer reaches of the system. Upon being seen it was 

immediately destroyed but no before it was able to send a single picture of the ship and a single 

word. Trytons. The military wasn’t able to understand the message but all they could assume was 

that they were hostile, but they weren’t sure if they had been found out. So over the next several 

years they kept a lookout with telescopes and scout ships within a certain range, always diligent 

in looking for whatever caused the attack on them in the first place.  

Over the years, they scientists began to upgrade the Kryut with the parasites in order to 

better protect themselves in the event of any attack, though nothing had happened since they 

scout ship was destroyed, they didn’t want to take any risks in losing what they already had. 

Once the Kryut was complete it was renamed the Symbiot in honor of what they were able to 

accomplish and sent back into space to look for other planets to expand to. Inside the ship, was 
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an experimental item that had begun to grow naturally from the ship itself without any 

encouragement from the scientists. They weren’t sure what would become of it but they knew it 

was a small ship and they kept it in isolation in order to better study it. As they travel toward 

possible expansion planets, a foreign ship appeared from nowhere and sent a single message.  

“Surrender or parish”  

Not knowing how to react, they proceed to arm themselves but were immediately set upon and 

unable to protect themselves properly. As the ship was slowly blown away piece by piece, only 

one ship was able to get away.  

Alternate (Symbiotes don’t exist): 

 Once the humans had settled upon Drylic, they find the planet to be completely barren 

and lifeless. This gives them the ability to live in peace and able to spread across the planet 

relatively easy due to the flat surface of the planet. Once the people had spread out they began to 

continue living as they would have on earth, using hydroponics and terraforming to provide for 

themselves and eventually had complete cities spread out across the entire planet. However, this 

wouldn’t have allowed them to increase their evolution and they would have been destroyed by 

the Trytons in the years following.  

Alternate (Symbiot survives) 

  When the Trytons attempt to attack, the Symbiot was able to defend itself and manage to 

retreat back to Drylic damaged but intact. Unfortunately, this allowed the Trytons to discover the 

planet and force the planet to defend itself and the symbiote from destruction or capture. The 

battle waged on for several years until the experimental ship was finally perfected and they were 
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able to fight them back. During that time, they also developed a symbiotic weapon that would be 

able to infect their ships and force them to self-destruct. With it they were able to eradicate the 

Tryons and bring peace to the entire galaxy. 


